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The book at hand is authored by Marc Randolph co-founder of NETFLIX, serving as their founding CEO,
and the executive producer of their website, and member of board of directors. He has beautifully explained
the journey of NETFLIX as a DVD by mail service to world’s largest subscription streaming service. Once
upon a time, brick-and-mortar video stores were king as video streaming unheard of, and widespread DVD
adoption seemed about as imminent as flying cars. Indeed, these were the widely accepted laws of the land
in 1997, when Marc had an idea. This book answers some of our most fundamental questions about taking
leap of faith in business or in life. How do you begin? How do you weather disappointment and failure?
How do you deal with success?

The book is divided into following eighteen chapters:
Chapter 1: Against epiphanies
Chapter 2: That will never work
Chapter 3: Please, Mr. Postman
Chapter 4: Getting the band together
Chapter 5: Show me the money
Chapter 6: How it feels to deposit a cheque for almost $2billion
Chapter 7: We were almost cinemacentre
Chapter 8: Ready for launch
Chapter 9: A day in the post launch life
Chapter 10: Halcyon days
Chapter 11: Two cents for Bill Clinton
Chapter 12: I am losing faith in you
Chapter 13: Over the hill
Chapter 14: Nobody knows anything
Chapter 15: Drowning our own success
Chapter 16: Crash
Chapter 17: The belt Tightens
Chapter 18: Going Public
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The First Five chapters covered the initial realization of Marc to start with ideas for a new e-commerce
startup. These ideas ranged from personalized surfboards to custom-made baseball bats. But they were all
shot down by Reed as infeasible. Then Randolph and Reed agreed on the idea of DVD rentals by mail. So
with some of their partners they discussed and planned the workability. They did hours of market research,
locations for their offices, store etc. They had no idea how much they will make from the DVD rentals. He
convinced his partner friend Reed to invest his company with $1.9 million as a main stakeholder. Reed would
own 70% and Marc 30% of the company.

The next five chapters are about setting up their offices and formally launched March 10 1998. They were
having three hundred titles of DVDs. They launched the Netflix, but site got crashed. Also they focuses on
better packing slips, more inventory etc. For increasing the rentals they made the deal with the Sony and
Toshiba, one of the largest DVD players in the market. They also signed an agreement with Amazon for
promoting NETFLIX. But on the other hand sale of DVDs was very high but their rental was low. Reed and
Marc knew it would be a problem.

Chapters 10-15 covered, the journey of moving their office from Santa Cruz to Silicon Valley and gradually
moving to have forty employees. The subscribers of NETFLIX were increasing. But Reed was not happy
with the working of Marc as a CEO. Reed explained Marc how his decisions were destroying the company.
Somehow Marc knew that Reed was right. So in the end he was ready to step down. That time many companies
also started rental DVDs that creates the tension for the NETFLIX. So they came up with some of new
ideas like, the home rental library, subscription etc. The dot com crash that affect the entire economy also
impacted NETFLIX.

The chapter sixteen covered era of dot com crash when no one was ready to invest in NETFLIX, they goes
for selling the NETFLIX to Blockbuster for $50 million. After Blockbuster refused to buy, NETFLIX was in
no man’s land, they were no longer in grave danger, but neither were entirely out of woods.

Chapter Seventeen covers the growth of NETFLIX. They launched various subscriptions schemes for increasing
DVD rentals. But for cutting their costs they fired some of their staff members. Chapter Eighteen is a turnaround
story of NETFLIX and revolves around raising of $100 million capital amid of dot com crash. Now they had
everything, name, profits etc. So they issued their IPOs. Reed and Marc also made the deal with the Microsoft
for the promotions of NETFLIX.

So it can be said that the book is both inspirational as well as focusing on understanding business troughs
and peaks. The author could have elaborated in detail about moving from DVDs rentals to online web series
and the nitty gritties of expansion journey of NETFLIX in various countries. Overall, it is a good book to
read for all stages of entrepreneurs.
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